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ir remiantis integraliąja arbor-idea teorija
Abstract
This article elaborates on the integral theory of arbor-idea and unites it with the idea of the Cosmic Tree from the musical work Arbor
cosmica created by Polish composer Andrzej Panufnik (1914–1991), Dick Higgin’s conception of intermedia (1965), contemporary artistic
research and the philosophical reflection of Ken Wilber (b. 1949) with the author’s research in musical theory and practice.
Arbor cosmica is a typical composition representing the main ideas of Panufnik’s system of composing. The idea of the diagram is a precomposing sketch of the work. The techniques of composing are grounded by the inspiration in the order of its mathematical meaning,
the principles of symmetry, an artistic fascination by the geometrical forms, the beauty of the forms seen in the natural world, the type
of symmetry observed in the organisms which is the composition of the cells (as in Panufnik’s idea of the three-note cell). The result of
analyses and interpretation of Panufik’s work is a unity of elements ratio and emotion as well as the arbor-idea is in essence theory and
practice, being the dialectical union and reflection of a holarchical world.
Keywords: arbor-idea theory, Andrzej Panufnik’s Arbor cosmica, analyses and interpretation, Cosmic Tree, contexts composing process,
diagram, symmetry, dualism, intermedia.
Anotacija
Straipsnyje nagrinėjama medžio idėjos teorija jungiama su lenkų kompozitoriaus Andrzejaus Panufniko (1914–1991) kūrinyje „Arbor
cosmica“ („Kosminis medis“) pristatoma kosminio medžio idėja, Dicko Higgino intermedijos koncepcija (1965), Keno Wilbero (g. 1949)
šiuolaikinio meno tyrimais ir filosofinėmis refleksijomis bei straipsnio autorės muzikos teorijos ir praktikos studijomis.
„Arbor cosmica“ reprezentuoja tipines ir esmines A. Panufniko kūrybinės sistemos idėjas. Kūrinio pirminiu eskizu pasirinkta diagramos
idėja. Komponavimo techniką inspiravo matematinių santykių eilės, simetrijos principai, menininko žavėjimasis geometrinėmis formomis, taip pat gamtoje randamų natūralių formų grožis ir organizmams būdingi simetrijos tipai, sudaryti iš mažų ląstelių (analogiškai
A. Panufniko „trijų garsų ląstelės“ idėja). A. Panufniko kompozicijos analizės ir interpretacijos rezultatas yra ratio ir emocijos elementų
visuma, kur medžio idėja tampa teorijos ir praktikos esme bei dialektine pasaulio visuma ir atspindžiu.
Reikšminiai žodžiai: medžio idėjos teorija, Andrzejaus Panufniko „Arbor cosmica“, analizė ir interpretacija, kosminis medis, kūrybinio
proceso kontekstai, diagrama, simetrija, dualizmas, intermedija.

On the arbor-idea
Introduction
The conception arbor-idea was developed from the
theoretical research on music by the Polish composer Andrzej Panufnik (1914–1991), realized between 2006 and
2009. In the theoretical work, the author particularized
Arbor cosmica as a musical work typical of the composer’s
system and Panufnik’s own style of composing. The results
of these structural analyses of his musical work were based
on the principles of the composer’s system and on the
large philosophical-cultural context of the philosophical
and artistic conceptions of the Cosmic Tree. This theoretical research has inspired to continue the idea of the tree
in a new musical creation; as a realization of the artistic

experiment, developed from the pre-composed principles,
designed in the diagram. Focusing on the question of the
interactions between the media such as dance, music and
video-art, dated 2007–2010, the artistic cooperation with
French artist from the Company Trajectoire became the
next step in realizing the arbor-idea. Circulating between
different actions as theoretical work and artistic practice,
the conception arbor-idea is in a way researching and
experimenting. This idea of the tree, in the greater sense,
with its ontological but also metaphorical senses expresses
the union of two opposite elements – rational and emotional. Looking past the postmodern diversity, they create
a dualistic world.
The basic objective of the article is to present the stages
of realizing the concept of arbor-idea from the musical
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work, by musical theory in artistic practice. The reflection in the form of the article regarding the questions of
intermedia and the idea of the tree becomes the final stage
of the arbor-idea conception.
Arbor cosmica
Composed in 1983, Arbor cosmica1 of Andrzej Panufnik
organically grew out of admiration and passion for trees.
Panufnik was comforted by the individual beauty of trees
and their variety of colors and shapes. As we read in the
composer’s biography “Composing Myself ”, beauty, harmony, strength and order fascinated and inspired him. But
the tree communicates to the composer something more
than its sheer physical presence. Panufnik was inspired by
the conception of the Cosmic Tree, which often appears
in art and literature upside-down with the roots in heaven
and foliage running into the earth (Panufnik, 1990, p.
356; Panufnik, 1985).
The architecture of composition on the level of threeelement structures named by the composer as the cells in
the construction of each Evocation and in formal design
was derived from the idea of the Cosmic Tree. The composer’s conception of musical construction is depicted in
the diagram, expressed in the form of a tree.

Ex. 1. The diagram of the composition Arbor cosmica
(Panufnik 1985: composer’s note).
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As explained by the composer, the “root” C-D-E flat
shows the pattern of growth through the repetition of
these three-note cells constantly transposed. From this
chain of cells, (which constitutes the “trunk” of the tree)
a triad is constructed with its two reflections. ... each
evocation has its own tonal melodic line composed in a
different key – always as a kind of counterpoint to the
progression of the triads. Their melodic lines are based
on a major scale (always with an augmented fourth and
minor seventh), and are arranged in a circle of fifths,
each Evocation ending with a simultaneous major-minor
chord” (Panufnik, 1985, composer’s note).
Thinking about the composer’s individual style, we can
state that Arbor cosmica is a typical composition representing the main ideas of Panufnik’s system of composing. In
1968, Panufnik composed Reflections and on the example
of this piano music piece, he explained the idea of the
three-note cell.
Contributing to this technique and the main idea of
structuring, musical constructions of Panufnik composing since this moment, characterize the organic unity in
the musical form. We should mention that during the
musical narration in Panufnik’s works this triton-quart
structure is transformed by the technique of inversion and
transpositioning, as well in horizontal as vertical sense. The
structure f-h-e was codified in 1968 but this idea of the cell
has already been used before, in 1942 in the construction
of the symphonic work Tragic Overture.
By the time, Panufnik was structuring other musical
elements: rhythm, harmony, musical time and dynamics.
He was fascinated by the mathematics and by its beauty
of the geometrical forms. In the late seventies, the composer had begun to create musical works inspired by the
figures and the mathematical order with the idea of the
symmetry of all these mathematical logics. This attitude
of Panufnik’s mind was in the artistic dialog with the

Ex. 2. The idea of the three-note cell in the piano work
Reflections (Panufnik 1990: 324).
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Ex. 3. Twelve Miniature Studies, the conception of the cycle, diagram (Panufnik 1974: 23).

reflection of the British poet Alexander Pope, who said
that the main principle in Heaven is the order (Panufnik,
1990, p. 326)
Panufnik explored the other idea – the arrangement
twelve melodies of twelve Evocations in a circle of fifth – in
the piano work Twelve Miniature Studies in 1947:
The symbol of twelve also plays an important role
in Panufnik’s composing system. The mentioned Twelve
Miniature Studies is a cycle of twelve etudes exploring
various aspects of pianism. The number twelve symbolizes
the whole, the totality and the cosmos. Panufnik’s Arbor
cosmica is a composition of twelve parts called Evocations,
for string orchestra or twelve string instruments: six violins, tree violas, two cellos and the contrabass.
Immersing in questions related to artistic inspiration
and to bring closer for the meta-musical ideas, developed
by the medium of sounds seems fascinating and worth
going deeper into it. For this reason we should approach
philosophical and artistic conceptions of the Cosmic
Tree to present the piece of Andrzej Panufnik, not only
on its ontological level, but also semiological. For this
purpose we can connect Panufnik’s vision of art with
philosophical reflections of Plotin, Martin Heidegger and
Władysław Stróżewski and with the artistic conception of
the Cosmic Tree in ancient art, traditional imaginations
of the tree in different cultures and with artistic creations
of Gustav Klimt, Frida Kahlo, Meinrad Craighead and
Daniel Tousignant.

The dualistic nature of the world from a
philosophical perspective
In Plotin’s explanation, the masterpiece is a collaboration of the ideas containing two opposite orders: the
material order and the metaphysical order. This reflection
can be helpful as a key to interpret Arbor cosmica from a
philosophical perspective. In this musical work, Panufnik
reflected his own conception of the dualistic world. By
the musical composition Arbor cosmica, the composer
presented his philosophy of life but also provided the
proof of his strategies of composing, the conception of
the works of art and the universal values and ideas deeply
rooted in the cultural context of Panufnik’s work.
In addition, the reflection of Martin Heidegger also
explains the esthetical attitude of Andrzej Panufnik and
his artistic conception of his musical work. This German
existentialist observes the world in a manner similar to
Plotin and Panufnik seeing its binary character in works of
art, composed by the material elements and by “something
else”. This something else is derived from the artist’s insight
and the work of art – as an allegory – represents the something else (Heidegger, 1997, p. 9). We can interpret the
something else as the values hidden in the work of art or as
Heidegger’s “presentation of the world”. By the presentation of the world, the work of art illustrates its openness
to the truth. However, the earth as the foundation and the
source of the work of art became the metaphysical material
in the hands of the artist. In addition, at the same time
the work of art offers the basis to its “earth, permits earth
being earth” (Heidegger, 1997, p. 31).
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Combining these two esthetical conceptions we arrive at the conclusion that what Heidegger explained by
his conception of earth and presentation of the world in
Panufnik’s musical work is attained from the form of the
Cosmic Tree, uniting Earth with Heaven and interpreted
by the dialectic unity of the theory and the composing
practice, Panufnikian ratio and emotion2. As the continuation of Martin’s Heidegger enunciation that the presentation of the world is the essence of his work of art; we
continue to see the philosophical-cultural universe of the
Cosmic Tree as the basic context of the musical composition Arbor cosmica of Andrzej Panufnik.
Cosmic Tree: the contexts
The Cosmic Tree (arbor cosmica) belongs to the group
of the mythological symbols of the Cosmic Axis (axis
mundi) and as well as the symbol of the world pillar
and Cosmic Mountain as known by the cultures all over
the world as symbolic presentation of revival and of the
density and increase of the cosmos3. (Marczewska, 2002,
p. 49)
The oldest presentations of arbor cosmica dated from
the antiquity. However, the idea of the Cosmic Tree has
become very inspiring for modern artists and is a generally known symbol.
In folklore, literature and in fine arts we find many
examples of representation of the Cosmic Tree. In Celtic
tradition, there were the apple trees growing from the
center of the land of immortality (Marczewska, 2002,
p. 40–141). In Ancient Babylonia, the Cosmic Tree was
situated between Ocean and Heaven and symbolized the
center of the Universe. The foliage of this tree represented
the clouds and the fruit represented the stars. From the
Ocean, grew the tree of Slavs. Inside its foliage two birds
lived, which after time transformed into the devil and
God – the creators of the dualistic world. This idea of
the binary world is interpreted also in the Scandinavians
vision of Yggrasil – a saint ash-tree. The eagle that lived
in its foliage symbolized the spiritual power but below its
roots, situated in the center of the cosmos, was hell where
the wriggling serpent symbolizes the evil (Marczewska,
2002, p. 49–53).
In the context of Andrzej Panufnik’s musical works,
it plays an important role in the conception of the tree
upside-down symbolizing the general idea of developing.
We find this conception of the tree for the first time in
the Indian book Bhagawad-gita. Then it appears in Islam
culture as a tree of happiness and in Hinduism as a tree
upside-down with the elements: the air, the water, the earth
and the fire as the foliage (Cirlot, 2006, p. 115–116).
The Cosmic Tree is an interesting reflection as one of the
five elements of the universe. Taoists and the followers of
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the Confucianism as well as the Hindus believe that a tree
is a divine being uniting other elements – the fire, the earth,
the metal and the water (Wilkoszewska, 2002, p. 20).
Analyzed by its formal structure Arbor cosmica as well
as other trees is composed of three parts (the vertical sense)
and two parts (the horizontal sense). Being the axis mundi,
shows the structure of the world in three parts as the
vertical sense and two directions in the horizontal plane.
Being the synonym for the ancient tree of life4, tree of
happiness, tree of immortality5, tree as an element of the
world, and the golden tree or tree upside-down – contemporary cosmic trees express the postmodern personality’s
nostalgia for the archaic virtues and values and traveling
in the way of the Cosmos, to the Absolute, the Creator
of the dualistic universe.
Arbor cosmica. On the strategies of composing
In the composition Arbor cosmica, Panufnik reflects in
his music as well as in the horizontal and vertical structures
of the tree, the idea of symmetry and the cosmic order.
Impressed by the logic of mathematical order and by
the beauty of the geometry and the figures observed in
nature, the composer shaped the musical material using
the theory of mirror symmetry and rotation of elements.
These two sources of inspiration, two worlds – mathematical and biological – can be helpful in explaining
the three parts of the vertical structure and the two-part
mirror form of Panufnik’s tree. Arbor comica as well as
other trees represents this universal idea of the structuring of the world.
Using mathematical principles and theories, Panufnik
created his individual style of composing characterized by
the essentialism on the level of musical material and the
simplicity of the following levels of the musical construction Arbor cosmica:
the cell,
the segment,
the part,
the Evocation.
Consistently pre-composing the diagram in the form
of the tree shows the logic of the musical construction in
the macro sense. We can observe the issue of symmetry,
rotation and cosmic order in different parts of three –
from the roots to the foliage – as the determinants of the
musical techniques as the principal methods and strategies
of composing.
By constructing tree-layers in the musical work
Arbor cosmica, Andrzej Panufnik reflects the idea of a
real tree:
the roots: the layer of the tree-note cell h-c-f sharp
the trunk: the layer of the tree-note cell c-d-e flat
the foliage: the layer of the melody
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In conclusion, we can observe the presence of this tree
layer of the sonority and the logic of the different relations
between them; their place in the vertical structure of the
musical construction and the function of the principles
of composing, such as:
the autonomy,
the coexistence,
the interpenetration,
the contrast,
the opposition.

On the horizontal structure of Arbor cosmica we observe an important role of the mirror symmetry as the
way to compose:
the cell,
the segment,
the part,
the Evocation,
the macro-form.
In Panufnik’s system of composing with the idea of the
musical cell, the mirror symmetry as the main strategy is
realized on these different levels:

melodic:

Ex.4. Symmetrical melodic cells of Evocation I.
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harmonic:

Ex. 5. The harmonic mirror in Evocation II.

rhythmical:

Ex. 6. The pattern of the rhythmical structures in Evocation VI. The idea of rotation following Alicja Jarzębska’s
conception of rhythmic structure designs6.
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The technique of the montage of the symmetrical
segments or parts is the basis of the horizontal structure
of the musical construction Arbor cosmica. It is worth
mentioning that twelve segments enclosed in two or
three parts compose each evocation and that Evocation VI
(where we find the realization of the idea of the rotation
of the rhythmical cells) plays the role of the axis of the
symmetry in the classical sense in musical architecture.
Panufnik’s musical work reflects the ideas of symmetry
but also the idea of dialectic and the conception of the
Cosmic Tree. As the horizontal structure of the tree is composed of two mirrored parts, thinking about Panufnik’s
musical work in the philosophical sense we can say that
Arbor cosmica symbolizes the coexistence of two opposite
elements: rational and emotional and at the same time,
the musical piece expresses this dualistic vision of Andrzej
Panufnik’s world.
The fact that the composer presents the idea of the
musical form of twelve Evocations in half-circle foliage
of a tree also has its deep symbolical sense. Semicircle
symbolizes the perfect order, divinity, immortality and
wisdom. By the conception of the foliage, the half-circle
and the role of the number twelve, we can find the symbolic meaning of Andrzej Panufnik’s music. Twelve Evocations for twelve strings reflect the order of the cosmos
like twelve months of the year, twelve signs of the zodiac
in a horoscope, twelve David’s stars or twelve Apostles in
the Bible. Listening to Panufnik’s Arbor cosmica we try to
discover not only the ontological but also metaphysical
senses of Andrzej Panufnik’s work.
Andrzej Panufnik’s
Arbor cosmica

The idea of the
Cosmic order and the
philosophical
and artistic contexts
of the musical piece
AUTONOMY
COEXISTENCE
INTERPENETRATION
CONTRAST
OPPOSITION

The idea of the
Cosmic Tree
as a representation
of the dualistic world
composed of the
elements
ratio and emotio

The symmetry and the
mathematical order
in the classical meaning as
well as the symmetry known
from the natural world.
Mirror symmetry and the
rotation of the elements

Ex. 7. My theoretical diagram of the analysis and
interpretation of Arbor cosmica.

On the intermedia
The time we live permits us to experience being in the
intermedial space, created in culture and during our social
life. Existing between the media, the postmodern esthetics
of intermedia eliminates in arts any limits or borders and
simplifies communicating between the media. In intermedia, the communication is realized on different levels by
different techniques and by the variety of the media. Intermedia as a meeting on stage as well as the analogical media
such as music, dance, literature and fine arts as the audio,
visual and audiovisual digital arts creates a new perceptional
attitude and constrains reading the senses of the intermedial
narration hidden between the media and not necessarily in
it. Also, the traditional methods of analyzing and interpreting the arts in the intermedial sense, needs to be defined in
a new way, focusing on the hybridism of art.
Particularly intrigued by the notions of the conception
of intermedia, we can justify its inception in the philosophical and theoretical impressions, created toward the
end of the 20th century.
An important role concerning the research of the idea
of intermedia was theorized by Yvonne Spielmann who
defined intermedia as the phenomenon of exchange between the media. Spielamann has presented two types of
the intermedial relationships between the different media:
the dialogical type and the transforming type (Chmielecki,
2009, p. 27, 49).
Polyphonic, poly-material, poly-loaded contemporary
intermedia is often preceded by the varying prefixes of
the word media such as: multi-, trans-, hipper-. As a true
dialogue between the media, intermedia can be interpreted
as a continuation of what was established in the 19th century romantic conception of the correspondence of arts
(correspondence des arts). There are theories on the correspondence between Chopin’s, Delacroix’s and Baudelaire’s
masterpieces. This idea of dialoging in the artistic realm is
also characterized by the words of Robert Schuman who
said that the esthetic of one’s art is the esthetic of the other’s
art (Adorno, 1990, p. 33) and by the conception of the
total artwork (Gesamkunstwerke) by Richard Wagner. The
composer has developed the conceptions of the coexistence of the media, the synthesis of all the poetic, visual,
musical and dramatic arts and its techniques in the form of
music drama, epitomized by his monumental four-opera
cycle Der Ring des Nibelungen composed in 1876. It is
worth remembering that the sources of the syncretism
in arts date to the antiquity, when ars and techne were
expressed by the conception of the antic theatre joining
in poetry, dance, pantomime and music. However, despite
these ancient origins of the intermedial character of art, the
term intermedia was defined in the territory of vanguard
actions in the 1960s.
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In 1965, Dick Higgins, American poet, composer,
performer, publisher, author of film scripts, theatre pieces
and of theoretical papers, a relevant of Fluxus – the international vanguard network of artists, composers and
designers – was noted for blending different artistic media
and disciplines published the essay where he characterized
the concept of intermedia:
“Much of the best work being produced today seems
to fall between media. This is no accident. The concept of
the separation between media arose in the Renaissance. The
idea that a painting is made of paint on canvas or that a
sculpture should not be painted seems characteristic of the
kind of social thought – categorizing and dividing society
into nobility with its various subdivisions, untitled gentry,
artisans, serfs and landless workers – which we call the feudal conception of the Great Chain of Being. This essentially
mechanistic approach continued to be relevant throughout
the first two industrial revolutions, just concluded, and into
the present era of automation, which constitutes, in fact, a
third industrial revolution” (Higgins, 2001, p. 49).
A year later, Higgins continued the reflection on intermedia in another article:
“For the last ten years or so, artists have changed their
media to suit this situation, to the point where the media
have broken down in their traditional forms, and have
become merely puristic points of reference. The idea has
arisen, as if by spontaneous combustion throughout the
entire world, that these points are arbitrary and only useful
as critical tools, in saying that such-and-such a work is
basically musical, but also poetry. This is the intermedial
approach, to emphasize the dialectic between the media.
A composer is a dead man unless he composes for all the
media and for his world.
Does it not stand to reason, therefore, that having
discovered the intermedia (which was, perhaps, only possible through approaching them by formal, even abstract
means), the central problem is now not only the new
formal one of learning to use them, but the new and more
social one of what to use them for? … We must find the
ways to say what has to be said in the light of our new
means of communicating” (Higgins, 1967).
By different artistic actions and by the theoretical
works, Higgins emphasized the coherence of theoretical
aspects and the artistic practice in the concept of the
intermedia. By the idea of hyperrealism and happening,
he created the decisive conception of intermedia. Higgins
has developed decisive aspects of the contemporary art
intermedia. In the context of the basic questions of this
article, the idea of conceptualism expressed in the form of
diagram as the pre-composing artistic sketch Intermedia
Chart, plays an important role.
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Ex. 8. The Intermedia Chart of Dick Higgins (Higgins,
2001, p. 50).

Higgins’s diagram presents the conceptual coexistence
of the media. In the origin each medium was separated
from the other media but in this case they exist in coherence as the “in between”7. We notice that in postmodern
art, the influence of the sphere of intermedia context
increases and has become particular and significant. Situated inside of the “in-between” of the theory and artistic
practice, we have the possibility to observe as theory and
artistic practice associate and as the original points of the
entrance and escape of this relational sphere disappear.
Then, after being in the eye of the storm, in this betweenness, we become open to the understanding the metasenses of intermedia.
Round Tree partition
As the next stage of the arbor-idea there was an experiment to reconstruct the musical piece omitting the results
of the analyses and interpretation of Arbor cosmica. The
process of re-composing began by creating the melodic
structures, based on the one-note cell “c”. By utilizing the
idea of symmetry in the Plato-Pythagorean meaning and
by the symmetry observed in the natural world, notes were
chosen for composing the scale of three or four notes in the
cadre of one octave. Then focusing on the musical space,
I have developed musical material into the registers of the
piano keyboard. The rhythmic layer has been conformed
to the melodic layer as well as the sound layer. Having
an admiration for each note composed in the three-note
structure, I have researched its own rhythm with its natural tension and resonance. Thereupon, I focused on the
investigation of the dynamics, articulation and color.
Influenced by the vertical structure of the tree, I organized the musical form of three parts, characterized by three
different colors, all obtained by the medium of the piano
symbolizing the three spheres of the cosmos: Earth, Ocean
and Heaven. In the second part, which plays the role of the
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axis in the musical form, I directed my focus on research of
the tones of the piano prepared. The glass, which covered
the chords, changed the color of the piano’s sound. This
strategy has served to express the idea of the tree being united
with the Ocean. The first part, as the representation of the
Tree with its divine elements as the third part became the
musical representation of the Tree and the Earth. They are
both based on the work of various sonorities of the different registers of the piano keyboard, which has three main
registers and the tree, alike. The musical color of the first
part expresses the divine element, which unifies the feeling
of childhood with the feeling of life in the future. The third
part is a musical sign of the Earth, with the feeling of the
present. Three tensions of time are expressed in the tree’s
three parts of musical form, three registers and elements of
the cosmos that are unified in the form of the tree.
The horizontal structure of the tree along with the idea
of mirror symmetry is conducted in my composition to create the structures that compliment the three-part form.
The research on the conception arbor-idea developed
into creating the piece on intermedia. The French artist
of the Company Trajectoire whose works have been concentrated mainly on the idea of interaction between the
different media and on the question of the territory in the
large sense has commenced the artistic project based on
questions discussed before and have started to experiment
with artistic interactive creation. The artistic director of
the Company Trajectoire – Sandrine Robin – is a choreographer and performer that developed an interactive
experience between live music and dance and with the
support of video. In this context, the interest in the notion
of space, space in which to perform, which was already
present at the start of the company’s work, has grown. It
is expressed in many different ways revolving around three
permanent features which are:
interaction between music and dance,
questioning the place of art in a given area,
the processes of composition and creation based
upon the notion of the transversality of art.
Cooperating with an accordionist, Yann Bouillon and
photographer, video-artist Richard Volante, Sandrine
Robin has created the pieces corresponding in question
of relation between different media.
Next, we have started to develop together artistic research, inspired by the idea of the theory of the Cosmic
Tree, and our interest on the interaction between dance,
music and video in the way of improvising and composing. The main object of the project became to create Tree
partition – the intermedia piece continuing the realization
of the conception arbor-idea by our artistic cooperation.
Influenced by the idea of diagram, which was already
discussed in this article, Sandrine Robin has sketched the
diagram of the piece:

Ex. 9. Diagram of Tree partition (Robin 2007).

The basic idea of the creation of Tree partition became
the idea of the Cosmic Tree and such strategies of composing from the Andrzej Panufnik’s system as universal values
make it possible to transpose in the realm of intermedium.
Being the basis of artistic experimentation in the common
interaction – between music (piano, accordion), dance
and video – the diagram of the piece contains ideas and
principles, as:
the idea of the cell (developed from the essentiality
and structuralism,
the principles of the logic and symmetry (used
in construction of the horizontal and vertical
structures),
the rotation,
the coexistence,
the interpenetration,
the contrast,
the opposition,
the parallelism developed form the mirror symmetry,
the autonomy.
As depicted in the diagram of the composition Arbor
cosmica and the scheme of the analyses and interpretation
of the musical work, being the third tie of the conception
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arbor-idea, the diagram of Tree partition has also attained
the form of a tree.
The Panufnik’s idea of the three-note cell was reflected
in Tree partition not only in the melodic, sonority or
rhythmic layer but also on the other layer of the construction composed on intermedium music-dance-video. The
structural thinking of the composer expressed by the form
of the three-note cell have transformed in the project,
toward the idea of essentiality in the following layers:
space
weight
energy.
As stated by Sandrine Robin, [in Tree partition]
“musical substance, both choreographic and visual are organised around the repetition of elements which, almost
like living cells, interact and inter-relate together. With
nearly organic organisation, we move from the simplest
to the most complex. In a kind of playful intoxication,
reality is perceived through the rules of composition
common to music, dance and video. The different
forms intermingle and combine together thus creating
a subtle network of similarity and contrast. As much
for the artists as the audience, it becomes a question of
laying the groundwork for the freedom of interpretation
in a game of construction/destruction” (Robin, 2007,
choreographer’s notes).
Arbor-idea from a theoretical aspect
Traversing from the analyses, by the interpretation of
musical composition arbor cosmic to the re-composing
and creating the work for intermedia, we come back to
the theoretical reflection on arbor-idea. Impersonating
an Artist as Ecologist8, we have done research on the
interdependence between “organisms” – Arbor cosmica
and Tree partition and their “range” – in all theoretical,
philosophical and cultural contexts. In the center of our
research, we find the idea of the Cosmic Tree as the reflection of the Cosmos and the dualistic order of the world.
The nature and the culture unifies in the form of a tree,
which can be interpreted as the symbol of the idea of unity,
as described by Ken Wilber9. The philosopher said that
the cosmos is not dualistic but unified as one. It contains
the different holons composed in the holarchical system.
All beings come from nature so we should come back to
nature and what is important to understand and to feel
the body, the mind, the soul, and the spirit. In Wilber’s
conception of the world, the spirit is the beginning and
the end of the world.
Continuing this philosophical reflection, we can say
that the intermedia that contains two elements –theory
and practice, rational and emotional – has become a
mirror of the holarchical world. In this sense, the holons
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Ex. 10. Wilber’s the Great Holarchy (Sattler, 2008, p. 3)
and the conception of the four domains (Wilber, 1997).

which are a different media, with all the strategies and
principles of coexistence of them, unifies with the Wilber’s
philosophy in the common idea-arbor, in the way of experimentation and research toward the spirit:

Ex. 11. The final diagram of the arbor-idea.

Trees, Music and Intermedia from a Dualistic Perspective based Around the Integral Theory of arbor-idea

Conclusion
Polish philosopher Władysław Tatarkiewicz said
that a work of art becomes the Art – being the re-construction of something or re-realization of something,
or composing the form, or the expression of the feelings – if the work of art is able to impress or to affect or
to shock (Tatarkiewicz, 2004, p. 61). After analyzing,
re-constructing, re-realizing and expressing the feeling
of the Cosmic Tree, concluding with the reflection on
the arbor-idea, we return to what Tatarkiewicz said in
1975 that we are on the ground uneven, we do not
know what will happen in the future. However, it is
like a river, which flows against the irregularities of the
ground and the rocks, and finally the riverbed changes.
Furthermore, sometimes the river comes back to its old
direction and it continues to flow evenly and straight
(Tatarkiewicz, 2004, p. 68).
From the distant past toward today’s present moment,
the intermedia is like the river flowing across the borders
of time, space and cultural differences. In these times
of postmodernism, the idea of the Cosmic Tree and art
met again, in theory, on their path. Consummating the
point; the interaction with music, dance, video and the
contexts of the works of art, the conception arbor-idea
unifies all these elements in a special character, being a
special medium – intermedia. Being the medium-river,
flowing endlessly in the direction of new techniques and
new languages, the intermedia continues this search of
spirit and of beauty, in the unity of the diversities.
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Santrauka
Sąvoką „medžio idėja“ (arbor-idea) išplėtojo lenkų
kompozitorius Andrzejus Panufnikas teoriniame muzikos tyrime, atliktame 2006–2009 m. Šiame teoriniame
darbe autorius išsamiai aprašė Arbor cosmica kaip muzikinę kūrybą, būdingą kompozitoriaus sistemai ir savitam
A. Panufniko komponavimo stiliui. Jo muzikos kūrimo
struktūrinių analizių rezultatai pagrįsti kompozitoriaus
sistemos principais ir plačiu kosminio medžio filosofinių ir meninių koncepcijų filosofiniu bei kultūriniu
kontekstu. Teorinis tyrimas paskatino perteikti medžio
idėją naujoje muzikinėje kūryboje, taip įgyvendinant
meninį eksperimentą, parengtą pagal iš anksto sukurtus
ir grafiškai išdėstytus principus. Susitelkus ties tokių
išraiškos priemonių kaip šokis, muzika ir vaizdo menas
sąveikomis, meninis bendradarbiavimas 2007–2010 m.
su prancūzų menininku iš „Company Trajectoire“ tapo
tolesniu žingsniu įgyvendinant medžio idėją. Arbor-idea
sumanymas, kaip teorinis darbas ir meninė praktika, yra
savaip eksperimentinis.
Platesne prasme medžio idėjos ontologinės ir metaforinės prasmės išreiškia dviejų priešingų elementų – racionalumo ir emocijų – sąjungą. Žvelgiant iš postmodernizmo
perspektyvos, jie sukuria dualistinį pasaulį.
Nuo tolimos praeities iki dabarties momento išraiškos priemonės, tarsi upės srovė, liejasi už laiko, erdvės
ir kultūrinių skirtumų krantų. Šiais postmodernizmo
laikais kosminio medžio ir meno idėjų keliai teorijoje ir
vėl susiduria. Grįžtant prie muzikos, šokio, vaizdo meno
ir meno kūrinių kontekstų sąveikos, arbor-idea koncepcija
suvienija visus šiuos elementus į specifinę kategoriją, specialią terpę – išraiškos priemonę, kuri tęsia sielos ir grožio
paieškas šioje įvairovių vienovėje.

